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Abstract C C lift coefficients

The availabilityof large capacity computers Ma Mach number
has widely increased the possibility.ofpredicting —
aerodynamicinterferencebetween aircraft components. n
An example of the numericalmethods developed
recently for that purpose is the NLR-panelmethod. Lico
In the present paper the capabilityof this method
is illustratedby means of applicationto complex Vm
configurations,such as wing-pylon-storecombinat-
ion and a wing-body-tailconfiguration.From x,y.z
comparisonwith experiments it appears that
interferenceeffects may be well predicted.In OG
order to be able to represent correctlythe effect
of free vortexsheets in cases where this is Le
required,this method has been extendedwith a
procedureto determine the correct force-free
location of the wake behind a wing. This procedure
is illustratedby means of some preliminaryresults
for a rectangularwing.
The effect of vortexsheetlocation has also been
calculatedfor a conventionalwing-body-tail
configuration.
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List of symbols

ving chord

pressure coefficient

Cs critical pressure coefficient

C , C pitchingmoment coefficientsM YM

unit normal

onset flow velocity

mean velocity

cartesian co-ordinates

angle of attack

perturbationpotential

vortex strength

vortex density

subscripts

refers to the body

refers to the trailing edge

refers to the wake

refers to th free-streamaxis system

1. Introduction

The problem of aerodynamicinterference
between thick, lifting aircraft components is one
of great interest in aircraft design. For instance
the classical problem of wing induceddownwash at
the tail is still one of major importance.Also,
the special requirementsthat have to be met in
the design of modern high speed aircraft call
for the possibilityto predict in detail ving-
body interferenceand the interferenceeffects
on wing-pylon-storeor wing-nacellearrangements.

An important contributionto the solution of
such problems has been given by A.M.O. Smith and
his colleagues (ref. 1) at the Mc Donnel-Douglas
Corporation.
In their incompressiblepotential flow method the
surface of an arbitrarynon-liftingbody is
representedby plane quadrilaterals.A source
density is applied to each surface element so as
to satisfy the conditionof zero normal velocity
at each of the panel centroids.This leads to a
system of linear simultaneousequations for the
unknown source strengths.The solutionof this
system leads to the velocitiesand pressures in
the control points (centroids).

The method was extendedby Rubbert et. al.
(ref. 3) of the Boeing Company who introducedlift
by adding to the source distributiona horse-shoe
vortex system inside the configurationwith
trailing vortices to represent the wake. At NLR
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the applicabilityof the method was extendedto
high subsonic flow by the introductionof an
appropriateset of semi-empiricalcompressibility
corrections.Also, the computationtimes involved
could be reduced drasticallyby applying a
special iterative procedureto solve the large
system of simultaneousequations.

The present paper is concernedwith the
applicationof the NLR-panelmethod to different
types of interferenceproblems such as the
influence of a rear-mountednacelle on wing
characteristicsand the problem of wing-pylon-
store interferencefor a fighter-typewing with
tiptank.
The last part of the paper deals with the problem
of wing-body-tailinterference.Because of the
fact that for the calculationof the forces on a
tailplane in the vicinity of a wake it is necessary
to know the correct (force-free)position of the
trailing vortices an iterativeprocedure has been
developed to determinethis position.The
numerical features of this procedurewill be
discussed,together with a comparisonbetween
calculatedand experimentalresults when
applied to a rectangularwing at high incidence.

The method has been applied to a
configurationwith tailplanes.The pressure
distributionsas well as the overall characteristics
have been determined and are compared with
experimentaldata.

2. Outline of the method

2.1 Formulation of the problem.


Within the NLR panel method the inviscid
compressible flow around an aircraftconfiguration
is approximatedby applying G6thert'srule in order
to reduce the given problem to the solutionof
Laplace's equation.A consequenceof this approach
is, that locally the necessarysimplifying
assumptionsconcerning the magnitude of the
perturbationvelocity may be violated.Therefore
allowance has been made for non-linear
compressibilityeffects, by a set of semi-empirical
compressibilityrules.

Leaving aside the details of this approach
which may be found in reference7, the description
of the method will be limited to the panel-method
for the determinationof the incompressibleflow
around an aircraft configuration.This problem is
formulatedschematicallyin figure 1.

fig. 1 Illustrationof the incompressible
flow problem.

The flow is assumed to be irrotational
everywhere outside the body and its wake so that
Laplace's equation for the perturbationpotential

Lem tf.vs, + 2z 0

has to be solved for the boundary conditions

4).0 (2)

at infinityupstream,and

—Fibco (3)
"071

at the surface of the body, where n is the unit
outward normal to the surface Shand is the
onset flow velocity.

The wake behind the configurationis
representedby a surface of discontinuitywhich
extends downstreamfrom a given line S on Sb where
the vake has its origin. On wings and tailplanes
this line coincidesobviouslywith the trailing
edge. The furtherdownstreamlocationof the
surface of discontinuitythen follows from the
Kutta conditionof smooth flow at the trailing
edge and the requirementof zero pressure jump
across this surface.

The requirementof zero pressurejump across
the discontinuitysurface implies that this surface
should be a streamsurfaceso that

on S.
As the flow is assumed to be irrotationalthe

surface of discontinuityis composedof curves
along which the jump in velocity potentialis
constant and which coincidewith streamlines.As
such their position is uniquely determined,but
since their position is unknown a priori the
problem formulatedabove has a non-linearcharacter.

It has been found that for many practical
applicationsthis non-linearitycan be disposed of
by estimatingthe positionof the surface of
discontinuityand by applyingboundary condition
(4)only at its origin S.

2.2 Solution of the boundary value problem.


Assuming the locationof the surfaceof
discontinuitythe problem described above reduces
to a boundaryvalue problem of the Neumann type.
This problem can be solved by expressingIQ in
terms of surfacedistributionsof singularities
(see e.g. Lamb, ref. 2). For practicalpurposes,
discussed a.o. by Hess and Smith (ref. 1) and
Rubbert et.al. (ref. 3) the followingrepresent-
ation is suitable:
source densities are distributedon the rigid
surface Sb of the configuration
a doublet representationwith constant strength
along the mean streamlinesis chosen for the
surface of discontinuitySw.

Applicationof the boundary conditions
mentioned above then leads to a system of integral
equations for the unknown source and doublet
strengths.

The solutionto this system of integral
equations is obtained numerically.For that purpose
the surface Sb is, followingHess and Smith (ref.
1), representedby quadrilateralpanels each
carrying a constant source density (fig. 2). The
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fig. 2 Schematic view of selected system of
singularitydistributions.

surfaceof discontinuitySw is covered with
streamwisestrips each of which carries a constant
doublet density. The doublet sheet is extended
inside the configurationas in the method of
Rubbert et.al. (ref. 3). Inside the configuration,
the doublet strength in a strip is increased step
by step from zero to the value in the wake. The
magnitude of the steps is a prescribedempirical
functionof the doublet strength in the wake. The
doublet sheet as described above is equivalentto
a system of horse shoe vorticesas sketched in
fig. 2. The strength of the sources and the
vortices is determined simultaneouslyin such a way
that the boundary condition (3) is satisfiedat
the centroids of the surface source panels and
that (4) is satisfiedat a small distance from the
origin of the wake in each doublet strip.

fig. 3 Panel arrangementand schematic rear
view of wing-nacelleconfiguration.

The procedure sketchedabove leads to a system
of linear equations for the unknown source and
vortex strengths.This is solved by means of an
iterative process described in ref. 5. At present
up to 1800 equations can be dealt with on a CDC
6600 computer. The central processor time involved
with such a system is about 35 minutes.

2.3 Some examples of application.


Since in an earlier paper (ref. 5) has been
dealt with wing-body interferenceextensively,
attention will be paid now to two other types of
interferenceproblems.

On account of the final remark in sect. 2.1,
in both examples the wake has been assumed to be
parallel to the longitudinalaxis of the
configurationsconsidered.

In the first place the effect of a rear-
mounted nacelle on the flow around a wing will be
considered.A schematicrear view of the configu-
ration, together with the panel-arrarigementused
are shown in fig. 3. Because of the fact that in
this investigationstress was laid on the effect
of the nacelle on the wing, rather than on predic-
ting accurately the flow field around the complete
configuration,use has been made of the well-known
reflection-planeconcept. The engine nacelle has
been treated as a coarsely panelled ring-wing
(annular free duct) and has been placed with its
stub-wing against the reflectionplane at the side
of the fuselage.
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A comparison of calculatedand measured
results for Ma .64 and 04= .43° is given in fig.
4 in terms of spanwise lift and pitchingmoment
distributions.It can be noticed that the nacelle
inducesa significantreductionof Cfand in-
creases the pitching moment. From the comparison
with experimentaldata it may be concludedthat
the main effect of the nacelle is well predicted.

A more complicatedproblem is the interference
of wing, pylon and store of the configuration
depicted in fig. 5. This problem has several
aspects. In the first place the aerodynamic
characteristicsof the wing may change significantly
by the presence of pylons'and stores.This can lead
to stabilityand control problems.Secondly there
is the question of store separationcharacteristics.
These are determined for a large part by the
aerodynamicinterferenceat the initialposition,
when the store is still attached to the pylon.

fig. 5 Panel arrangementof wing-tiptank-
pylon-storeconfiguration.

A comparison of measured and calculated
spanwise lift distributionson the wing at Ma = .8
andC6 30 for the configurationwith and without
pylon/store is given in fig. 6. As usual the lift
is overestimatedas a result of the fact that
viscous effects have not been taken into account.

ma•o.8
WITH PYLON / STORE
WITHOUT PYLON / STORE EXP (Re .14.40x106)

WITH PYLON / STORE
} CALCULATION- - WrTHOUT PYLON / STORE


However the quSlitativeagreement is good and the
effect of pylon and store is predictedreasonably
well. Chordwise pressure distributionsat two ving
sections close to the pylonAxe presentedin fig.
7. Again the qualitativeagreement is good,
although there is some discrepancyon the lower
surface.

fig. 7 Chordwisepressure distributionson
wing (•a = .8, = 30).

It may be noted that the significantloss of
total lift inducedby the presenceof the pylon
and the store is due mainly to a rise of the mean
velocity level on the lower side of the wing.
Furthermore it should be remarkedthat the
pressure in the nose region exceeds locally the
critical pressure (fig. 7), so that, at least
locally the predictedpressures are unreliabledue
to the fact that the present method essentially
applies to onset flow Mach numbers below the
critical value.

Store pressuredistributionsare given in
fig. 8. They are predictedvery well. In spite of
the simple and arbitrarywake conceptionused for
the store, i.e. with the trailingvortices of the
store located in the plane of the wake behind the
pylon.

3. Determinationof overall-forcesand moments of
a wing-body-tailconfiguration.


3.1 General remarks.

It has been found from several applications
and numerical experimentsthat the pressureson
the wing and a large part of the fuselageare
rather insensitiveto differencesin the vake
representationbehind the fuselage.

It may be expected howeverthat 'insome
cases both the locationof the surface of
discontinuitybehind the wing and the represent-
ation of the wake behind the fuselagewill have
a definite influenceon the pressure distribution
over the rear part of the fuselageas well as on
the tail planes. Then the overall forces and
moments can only be determinedvith appreciable
accuracy if the wake behind the wing and fuselage
is representedcorrectly.It is assumed, that the
main effect of the wake vill be due to interference
of the aircraft with the wake behind the wing.

SECTION 2
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LOWERSIDE

100 200 300 400 500 600

fig. 6 Spanwise liftdistributionon wing.
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Therefore an iterativeprocedurehas been above or below the wing, the flow would have to
developedto determine the correct vortexsheet pass a convex corner. In general this would imply

	

location behind a ving which vill be described in an infinite velocity and thus would violate Kutta'a
the next section. condition.

From this considerationit may be concluded,
that there is always a corner concave to the flow,
so that the component of the velocity normal to

C: the trailing edge will be zero on upper or lower
side of the sheet or on both sides.

	

- 0.4 From the further observationthat the pressure
jump across the vortexsheetshould be zero, Mangler
and Smith (ref. 4) derived some relations for the
velocity components at the wing trailing edge, from
which the behaviour of the vortexsheetat its
origin may be determined.

X The far-field influenceof the discrete vortex
system will be correct if its average vorticity
density is the same as that of the continuous
sheet. Considering the vorticity as a function of
the arclength s measured along curves on Sw normal

X	 to the trailing vortices, this condition implies
54.4.1

5
rt = T(s) d.s (5)

,

where is the strength of a discrete vortex.
As far as the mean velocity is concerned,a

X vortex system satisfying this condition will have
the correct near-field influence,within quadratic
approximationof T (s), at points midway between
two adjacent vortices.

It is assured that, conversely,a correct
distributionof discrete vortex strength is
obtained by means of the panel method where the
condition of tangential flow is imposed at the
wake boundary points that are located midway between

0.2 the vortices.
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Store pressure distributions
(Ma .8, X = 30).

3.2 Determinationof the trailingvortexsheet 
location.


As has been remarked before, at given flow
conditionsthe location of the trailingvortex-
sheet behind a given configurationis uniquely
determinedwhen its origin on the body is given.
This suggests that the location of the vortexsheet
may be determined by means of an iterativeprocedure
which starts with an estimate of the vortex sheet
location.At NIA such a procedure has been developed
by alternatingthe following two computations(see
ref.8):

determinationof the strengthsof sources and
vortices for a given locationof the vortex
sheet
determinationof the vortexsheetlocation for
given strengthsof sources and vortices.
The method developed at NLR for the determin-

ation of the vortexsheetlocation is in fact a
simple extension of the panelmethod.It is based
on relocationof the trailing vortices such that
they fit into the streamlinepattern.

Consideringthe flow around a wing in a plane
normal to the trailing edge it may be observed
that the vortex sheet should be located such that
its tangent lies between the upper and lower wing
surfaces.This is a consequenceof the fact that
the vortex sheet is a stream surface.For, if the
sheet would be located such that its tangent lies

0.4

fig. 8

fig. 9 General arrangementof trailing
vortex system.
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Since the trailingvortices should coincide
with streamlinesthe locationof a point on a
vortex is determinedby

y
dx +$t

A/1
(6a)

x

(6b)Z fx°V"-2Z-A7j V V0(
74+ 716 *.

where the line integralsare taken along the vortex

considered.By representingthe vortices by a
chain of straight-linesegrentsand by taking the
velocity ratio constant along those elementsthe
integrals are evaluatedby stepwise integration.

As the near-field influenceof the vortices is

only correct in points midway between the vortices,
the velocity ratio at a point on a vortex will have
to be determined by interpolation.Furthermore,it
will be clear, that the correct streamlinepattern
on the vortex sheet cannot be deterrineddirectly
from an assumed locationof the trailingvortices,
because of the non-linearcharacter of eqs (6).

Therefore the followingiterativeprocedure
is applied. Let a first estimate of the vortex sheet
location be given by a set of points 11;1 (see
fig. 9). The second estimateof the locktion of
these points may then be obtained by evaluating
the line integrals of eq (6)stepby step. Suppose
that the computationhas advanced until the point
PLi being the second eptimate ofP%. Then the
potition of the point Plio is detehlinedby

Sli.+1=[v,I (X-

(7)

4
(x•+T.•)+Z!

.20
C.EC

2
.16

It is assumedthat the velocity induced at
Pt.4by the singularitydistributionon the body
l

an the vortexsheetin its first estimatedposition

may be assignedwithin first order approximation
to the point Flo, .

Iteratingthis computationscheme until the
discrepanciesbetween two successiveestimates are
sufficientlysmall, the ultimate result may be
consideredas the correct position of the vortex

sheet for the given strengthsof sources and
vortices.

In order to determinethe vortex sheet location
for given onset flow conditionsthe source and
vortex strengthwillhave to be determinedagain with
the vortexsheetin its new estimatedposition.The
whole process outlinedabove is iterateduntil
sufficientlysmall discrepanciesare obtained.
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fig. 11 Comparisonof calculatedtip-vortex
locationwith experiment.

The procedurefor the determinationof the
trailing vortexsheetlocationmay be illustrated
with some results obtained for a rectangularwing
of aspectratio5 at an angle of attack of 150.

The iterationprocess proceededas follows.
In the first step the strengthof sources and
vortices was determinedwith the vortexsheet
located in the plane tangentialto the camber

surface of the wing. The spanwisedistributionof

the circulationthus found is depictedin fig. 10a.

1st ESTIMATE

	 3rd
_ _ 4th
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From the velocity distributionalong the trailing
edge it was deduced that the vortexsheetshould be
tangentialto the lower wing surface in order to
fulfillMangler's relations.Therefore in the
second step the vortexsheetwas assumed to be
located in the plane tangent to the lower wing
surface.For the source and vortex strengthsthus
found the vortexsheetlocation was determinedin
the third step. Recalculationof the strengthof
sources and vortices led to a fourth estimate of
the vortexsheetlocation in the last step.
The shape of the vortexsheet in a plane x =
constant at two chordlengthsaft of the trailing
edge is depicted in fig. 10b. It may be seen that
the successiveestimates show a definite
convergenceof the iterationprocess.A comparison
with limited experimentalresults is presented
in fig. 11. At a few downstream sectionsthe shape
of the calculated vortexsheetis depicted.The
circular symbol indicatesthe locationof the
tipvortexas found in experimentsperformedat NLR.
It may be noted that the agreementis satisfactory.
A three-dimensionalside view of the calculated
vortexsheetis presented in fig. 12.

fig. 12 Gide view of trailingvortexsheet
of rectangularwing of aspectratio5
(a= 15°, CL = 1.0).

The spanwise distributionof circulation
determinedduring this calculationsappeared to
coincidewithin drawing accuracy.The variation
of the overall lift and moment coefficientswas
very small. Moreover, the values determinedat the
fourth step of the iterationprocess, with the
vortexsheetclose to its correct position,
appeared to be almost identicalto those determined
in the first step.

These results demonstratethe fact that the
flow around the wing is rather insensitiveto the
location of the trailing vortexsheetand thus seem
to justify the assumptionof the vortexshcetto be
tangentialto the wing camber surface,which is
common practice when the flow around a wing is
determined.

3.3 Discussion of the results for a ving-body-tail 
configuration.


The configurationconsideredis a typical
short-rangesubsonic aircraft,schematically
depicted in fig. 13.

fig. 13 General arrangementand panel plot
of wing-body-tailconfiguration.

The conditions for which the calculationshave been
performed are: Machnumberof onset flow Ma = and
angles of attack(X,= .2° and 6.37°. Fig. 13 gives
also an impressionof the distributionof panels
used at these calculations.

As far as the representationof the wake is
concerned the followingremarks may be made.
With respect to the fuselage it should be noted
that the representationof its wake by a surface
of discontinuityemanatingfrom a given line is
highly arbitrary.
Bearing in mind also that an isolated fuselage in
uniform flow carries relatively little lift, it is
usually assumed at NLR that the fuselage sheds no
vorticity at all.
As it has appeared that differences in the location
of the vortexsheetbehind a wing have little
influenceon the pressure distribution over the
wing itself, it seems justified to assume that the
vortexsheetbehind the tailplanemay be given a
fixed estimated location.

A first calculationwas performedwith the
wake of the wing parallel to the longitudinalaxis
of the confieuration.It may be expected that for
the present configuration,at least at moderate
angles of attack, the stabilizer is relatively
remote from the actual location of the wake of the
wing, and that thereforethe displacementof the
wake will have only little influence.Yet, to be
sure, the force-freepositionof the surface of
discontinuitywas calculatedaccording to the
procedure outlined above.
The magnitude of the displacementwith respect to
the first estimate of the wake position may be
illustratedwith the aid of fig. 14, where a cross
section of the wake in the neighbourhoodof the
stabilizer is depicted. It may be seen that the
displacement is hardly visible for XI= .2° and
still very small for 04= 0.37°.

Recalculationof the pressure distributionon
the aircraft with this improvedestimate of the
location of the wake behind the wing, led to the
results presented in fig. 15. Here a comparison
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fig. 14 Wake positionsat horizontal
stabilizer.

is made between the calculatedpitchingmoment
versus lift curve for the first estimatedposition
of the wake indicatedby the dash-dot lines, the
second estimated positionof the wake indicatedby
the solid lines and the experimentalresults.
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fig. 15 Total pitchingmoment versus total

lift.

It may be seen that the influenceof the
wake displacementis indeed hardly visible.
Furthermorethe agreementwith the experimental
results is not quite satisf4ctory.Although the
general tendency of the pitching moment-lift
relation is predictedreasonably,the calculated
curve is shifted with respect to the measured one
and there is also a difference in slope. It seems,
that these discrepanciesare too large for
attributionto viscous effects only.

ma• 0 4
- - - - WITH STING	 wiTHOuT ST,NOI DISPLACED WAKE

— - — 1St WAKE ESTIMATE (WITHOUT SWIG)

CALCULATION

0 EXPERIMENT

fig. 16 Contributionto the pitchingmoment
of parts of the configuration.

By consideringthe separate contributionsof
wing, fuselageand stabilizerto the total pitching
moment, as depicted in fig. 16, it is found that
the stabilizerand the fuselage are mainly
responsiblefor the discrepancies.
The slope of the pitchingmoment-liftcurve on
the stabilizerseems to be predictedrather well,
but there is a constant shift. With respect to the
fuselage it may be remarked that forOC,= .2° the
kgreement is fair while for to. 6.37° the
discrepancyis significant.From fig. 18 it follows
further that the effect of the wake displacementon
the lift of the stabilizeris not visible for
OC. .2°, while for C4 6.37° it is hardly noticeable.

From these results it may be concludedthat
the calculationsthus performeddo not suffice to
predict the aerodynamiccharacteristicsof the
windtunnelmodelcompletelysatisfactorily.It seems
that apart from boundary layer influence,there
are rather importanteffects that have not been
taken into account.
To the opinion of the authors the main effects
that may be hold responsiblefor the discrepancies
are interferencewith the model sting support,
tunnelwallsand neglectionof vortexsheddingfrom
the fuselage.

In order to investigatethe interference
effect of the sting the pressure distributionon
the configurationhas been recalculatedwith the
vortexsheetbehind the wing in its second
estimated position.The relevant results are
indicated in fig. 15 by the dashed line. It may
be seen that indeed a significantimprovementof
the numerical results is obtained. From fig. 16
it appears that the main effect of the sting is
concentratedat the stabilizer,while from fig. 17
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Ma =0.4
- WITHOUT STIN G }CALCULATION
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o a EXPERIMENT

Secondly tunnelwall influencehas not been
taken into account. Generallythis influence can
be treated as a linear combinationof lift-
interferenceeffects and blockage effects.
According to ref. 10 blockage effects in the
NLR-High-Speed-Tunnelare negligible,while lift-
interference,if significantwould also be a
function of CL.

Thus the remaining discrepancyfor fuselage
and stabilizer cannot be explainedwith the
material collected so far, and further investigation
is needed.
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which is independentof the angle of attack.
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6 Loeve, W. and
Slooff, J.W.

Spanwise liftdistributionon
stabilizer.
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fig. 18

4 Mangler, K.W. and Behaviourof the vortexsheet
Smith, J.H.B. at the trailingedgeof a

lifting wing.
RAE TR 69049 (1969)

An approximatemethod for the
calculationof the pressure
distributionon wing-body
combinationsat subcritical
speeds
AGARD AP. no. 71 paper 11
(1970)

On the use of panel methods
for predicting subsonic flow
about aerofoils and aircraft-
configurations.
4 Jahrestagungof DGLR,
Baden-Baden(1971)
NLR MP 71018

With respect to the other sources for
discrepancythe following remarks may be made.
In the first place the neglectionof vortex
sheddingfrom the fuselage might have been to crude
an approximation.Possibly, the introductionof
vortex shedding could improve the agreementwith
measurement,however in that case one would
expect the influence on the stabilizerto depend
on A.

/ Loeve, W. and
Slooff, J.W.

8 Labrujere,Th.E.

A method for the calculation
of pressure distributionson
wing-body combinationsin
subcriticalattached flow.
NLR report to be published.

A numericalmethod for the
determinationof the vortex-
sheet location behind a wing
in incompressibleflow.
NLR report in preparation.
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2 de Vries, O. Experimentalinvestigationof
the vortex wake behind a swept
back wing.
NLR TR 72017.
Report in preparation.

10 Loeve, W. On the subsonic wall-interference
effects in the high speed tunnel
HST of NLR.
NLR TM T.167.
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